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INTRODUCTION.
inasmuch as reinforced concrete is coming into very great
favor as a substitute for steel and masonry, any series of ex-
periments tending to establish data concerning the properties
of this new building material will be of great benefit to all
engineers and architects.
During the previous years tests have been made at the Uni-
versity of Illinois to determine, 1; -the general action of beams
during the progress of loading, and their final failure: 2 ;-the
deformations and the stresses in the steel reinforcement , and the
deformations in the concrete as well as the conditions at the
maximum load taXen by the beam: 3; -the effect of the form of the
reinforcing bars, and the effect of the amount of reinforcement:
and 4: -the position of the neutral axis and the measure of the
resisting moment of the beam. In these former tests the loads
were added continuously in some cases, and in others were re-
leased at partial loading and then reapplied.
The object of this thesis is to determine the effect of
age upon the modulus of elasticity of the concrete. Twenty-
eight beams were considered, of the same dimensions, varying only
in mixture and age. The mixtures used were 1-1-2,1-2-4 and
This gave a comparison between a lean, normal and rich
concrete. The beams were all in the 300. series. The numbers de-
noting the kind of cement in each beam were suffixed as a
decimal to the ordinary beam num.ber: those numbered from 1-4 in-
clusive were made of Chicago AA Portland Cement and those
numbered from 5-9 inclusive were made of Universal Portland
Cement. In the 1-1-2 and 1-4-8 series tests were made at 7 and

14 days: in the 1-2-4 series tests were made at 4,7,14,?^4 and 60
days. Deflections at the center were taken, and also extenso-
meter readings from which were computed the deformations and
stresses in the concrete and in the steel. Curves showing the
unit deformations in the steel and in the concrete, the position
of the neutral axis and the deflections at the center of the
beam were plotted. Then the modulus of elasticity for the
different beams was determined. The details, computations and
results of the tests will be taken up separately in the follow-
ing pages.

PART 1.
MATERIALS.

PART I.IvIATTilRIALS.
All of the materials were purchased in the open market, so as
to be able to use the materials that are ordinarily used in con-
crete work. It is necessary to do this in order that the tests
might be of practical value in construction work.
Stone ; -The stone used was Kankakee limestone, ordered screened
through a 1 in, and over a 1/4 in. screen. Experiment showed that
|!
there was 43.8 fa voids in the stone. In determining this the stone
was placed in a bucket and then water was poured in until the
bucket was full: the ratio of the amount of water necessary to
fill the voids to the amount of water the bucket will hold gives
the percent of voids. Table 32, page 7, shows the results of the
fineness tests of the stone.
Sand ; -The sand came from near the Wabash river at Attica,
Indiana, and while not very sharp, it was fairly clean and of good
quality. The result of the determination of the voids, by the same
method as that used in the determination of voids in the stone,
showed 32.6 <^ of voids. Table 33, page 7 , shows the results .of the
fineness tests of the sand.
Cement ; -Universal Portland Cement was used in a part of the
beams and Chicago AA Portland Cement was used in the remainder
of the beams. The tables in Part Vlll,pages 84-lHBhow the kind of
cement used in each beam. Table 34,page 3 , gives the tensile
strength of Universal Portland Cement, neat and in a 1-3 mortar.
Table 35,page q , gives the fineness tests for the same cement.
Table 36, page 9 , gives the tensile strength of Chicago AA Port-
land cement,neat and in a 1-3 mortar, and Table 37,page 9 ,the
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fineness tests for the same cement. All of the briquettes were
stored in damp air for one day, and under water for the re-
mainder of the time.
Steel ; -The bars used for reinforcing the beams i^ere 1/2 in.
in diameter, furnished by the Illinois Steel Oo.The material
used was mild steel having a yield point of 38500.1b. per sq.
in. The percent elongation in 8 in. of length was 29.8 Table 31,
page 11 , gives the percent elongation in 8 in. of length, the
yield point and the ultimate strength in lb. per sq. in. for
the steel used in three of the beams. These values may be taken
as representative.
Cenorete ;-The concrete was of good quality, being mixed by
men who have had considerable experience in concrete work. Three
mixtures were used;-
1-1-2 for the beams in series 31B and 317;
1-2-4 for the beams in series 311,312 313,314 and 315; and
1-4-8 for the beams in series 318 and 319.
The modulus of rupture for the same mixture of concrete, without
reinforcement, was found by Mr. Richardson at the University of
Illinois, and reported by him in his Thesis on The Flexural
Strength of Concrete,presented June 1907. For the values of the
modulus of rupture see Table 38,page 12 •
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Table 38
Table giving modulus of rupture.
Cement liBed, Mixture. Age. Modulus.
Portland- lb. per sq. in.
Universal. 1-1-2. 7. 238.
14. 257.
60. 427.
l-S-4. 7. 109.
14. 173.
60. 315.
1-4-8. 7. 103.
14. 189.
60. 138.
Chicago AA. 1-1-2. 7.
14. 204.
60. 258.
1-2-4. 7.
14.
60. 296.
1-4-8. 7.
14.
60. 169.
r
PART 11.
TEST PIECES.
r
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PART II. TEST PIECES.
Test Beams ; -The size of the test T::ieaiTis used was 8 in.x 11 in.
X 13 ft. in. with a span of 12 ft. o in. The center of the
steel reinforcement was 10 in. below the top fiber. The percent-
age of reinforcement is the ratio ©f the area of the metal to
the area of the concrete above the center of the metal. in the
series of beams tested the percent of reinforcement was constant
being 1 f».The reinforcement consisted of four l/2 in. mild
steel round bars, 12 ft. 6 in. long, placed 10 in. below the top,
and evenly spaced across the breadth ©f the beam. The space be-
tween the side of the beam and the nearest bar was 1 in. and
that between any two consecutive bars was 2 in. The average
weight of one of the 28 beams was 1200. lb., the concrete weigh-
ing about 150. lb. per ou. ft.
MaKing of the Beams ; -The beams were made directly upon the
concrete floor of the laboratory, a strip of building paper being
first spread under the forms. The details of the forms are shown
in Fig. l,page 15. The sides consisted of 2-in. plank, dressed
on one surface. The ends were of the same material and were held
in place by cleats. The braces were placed every four feet to
hold the forms together and to prevent the bulging of the beams
during the tamping of the concrete. The forms were very satis-
factory except that they allowed some of the beams to warp
slightly. The concrete was mixed by hand with shovels, a man ex-
perienced in concrete assisting in the work. All materials wer«
mixed by loose volume,however they were all checked by weight.
The cement and sand were thoroughly mixed together, water was
added, and the mixture was turned until it had uniform con-
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slstency.A mderately wet concrete was used, and usually o"ust
enough concrete was mixed at one time for one beam and the aux-
iliary test specimens. A layer of concrete about 1 in. thick i!7as
placed in the form and the horizontal reinforcing bars then put
in place, The concrete for the remainder of the beam was then de-
posited in layers of three to four inches, each layer being
thoroughly tamped; however no tamping was done in the horizontal
plane of the reinforcement lest it should cause a plane of rup-
ture. After each layer had been tamped, a flat spade was forced
between the face of the form and the concrete to produce a better
surface, and the layer was then retaraped.The upper surface was
finished with a thin la3''er of mortar to give a better appearance
to the test specimens. The forms were left in place seven days,
except for the seven day beams, in which case they remained in
place for only six da3''s.The mixtures for the different series of
beams varied as shown by Table 30, page 17.
Storage ; -The temperature of the laboratory in which the beams
were made and stored ranged from about 40 to 70 degrees Fahren-
heit. Nothing was done to protect the beams except to wet them
down with a hose twice a day until they were tested. However they
were neither moved nor disturbed in any way until the time for
removal to the testing laboratory. The age of these specimens
varied from 4 to 60 days, the exact age at which each beam was
tested being given in the tables under the head of original data.
Handling of Beams ; -The beams were taken from the laboratory
in which they were made to the testing laboratory in a large dray
wagon. After reaching the testing laboratory they were placed on
the table of the machine by mean? of a traveling crane.
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PART nr.
DETAILS OF TESTS.
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i
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PART III. 7)]!1TAILS OF TESTS.
There were generally three persons engaged in making the
tests, although two could manage a test satisfactorily. One ran
the machine, keeping the scale arm of the machine balanced and
stopping the machine whenever the desired increment of load was
reached. For the 4 day "beams this increment was 250. lb; for
the 7 day beams it was 500. lb; for the 14 day beams it was 500.
lb: and for the 24 and 60 day beams it was 1000. lb. Readins
were taken at each regular interval of the loading and at any
other points it seemed advisable. Such points were found in the
dropping of the scale arm, showing a failure in the beam. The
observers noted down the readings of the dials and the deflections
at the center and it was from these original readings that the
computed data were obtained. The pointers on the dials of the
extensometers were always placed at before starting the test
so that no corrections of the readings were necessary.
When the traveling crane , carrying the beam,had been placed
in position at one end of the machine, one end of the beam was
lowered onto a dolly and run onto the machine: as soon as the
beam was entirely over the table of the machine, the other end
was lowered onto a block resting on the table. The beam was then
lifted by means of stirrups, suspended from a stationary track
over the machine, and operated by chains and pulleys. After being
centered, the beam was lowered onto the pedestals, as shown in
Pig. 2,page 20. Plates were placed at the third points and be-
tween the pedestals and the beam, being set in plaster of paris,
in order to distribute the pressure uniformly and to give an
even bearing. The extensometers were put in position as shown in
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Fig. 3,page 22 , each yoke being 4 in. inside the third points of
the beam. In order to apply the load at the third points an I
beam was used as shown in Fig. 2, page 20 . This rested upon a
blooX and roller, which in turn rested upon a steel plate,
imbedded in plaster of pari8,in order to give a free and equal
distribution of the load. Strings, fastened to blocK.s attached
to the lateral surfaces of the beam by plaster of pariSjjust
above the points of support, were stretched across the center of
the beam. A scale and mirror were then fastened to the middle
of the beam, on both lateral surfaces, by plaster of paris,and
the beam was then ready for the load to be applied. The arrange-
ment of the beam in the machine is shown in Fig. 2, page 20 .
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PART IV. EXPERIMENTAL DATA.
The following short description of each beam is given to ex-
plain the manner of failure. Table 39,page 44 ,2ives the method
©f failure for each beam.
Beam 311.1
1-2-4 Concrete ; Chicago AA Portland Cement;? "Day test.
First signs of failure appeared on the top surface of the beam
at a load of 3370.1b. After taking this load the beam failed
rapidly by compression. See Table 1,page 84 .
Beam 311.2
1-2-4 Concrete; Chicago AA Portland Cement;? Day test.
A load of 5380.1b. was applied, which dropped to 5000. lb. before
any signs ®f failure were noticed. Signs of flaking on the top
surface at this load indicated that the beam was failing by
compression, See Table 2, page 85 .
Beam 311.3
1-2-4 Concrete; Chicago AA Portland Cement;? Day test.
This beam took a load of 5800. ib, before showing signs of
failure. At this load a crack noticed 3 in. north of the
south extensometer on the left siirface of the beam. The beam
kept taking load up to 6000.1b. and failed then by compression.
See Table 3,pageCG
.
Beam 311.5
1-2-4 Concrete; Universal Portland Cement;? Day test.
The first signs of failure appeared at a load of 2860. lb. Before
failure the beam had taken a load of 2950.1b. but this had
dropped to 2860.1b. when crushing failure was noticed on the top
surface, 6 in. north of the center. The high speed was then

25.
applied and the bea^n failed rapidly "by compression. See Table 4,
page 87 .
Beam 311.6
1-2-4 Oonorete; Universal Portland Cement;? Day test.
N© signs of failure appeared until the beam broke very suddenly
under a load ©f 6550.1b. The beam failed by diagonal tension.
See Table 5,page 88*
Beam 311.7
1-2-4 Concrete; Universal Portland Cement ;7 Day test.
At a load of 5150.1b. signs of compression appeared on the top
surface , south of the center ©f the beam. The beam failed by
compression. See Table 6,page 89,
Beam 311.8
1-2-4 Concrete; Universal Portland Cement;? Day test.
Signs of compression appeared in the middle third of the top
surface at a load of 5300.1b. The beam failed by compression.
See Table 7, page 90.
Beam 312.1
1-2-4 Concrete; Chicago AA Portland Cement ;14 Day test.
The beam was very smooth and dry. At 8750,1b. a crack appeared
2-1/2 in. inside of the north load on both side surfaces. Signs
of crushing also appeared above this crack on the top surface.
The beam failed rapidly by compression. See Table 8,page9i .
Beam312,2
1-2-4 Concrete ; Chicago AA Portland Cement; 14 Day test.
Compression cracks appeared at the center of the top surface
at a load of 9250,. lb. The beam failed by compression. See Table
9,page 92.

^6.
Beam 31??.
3
1-2-4 Concrete; Chicago AA Portland Cement; 14 Day test.
At a load of 8000. lb a oracle appeared on the bottom of the beam
at a point 1 in. south of the north load point. Thir? c^ack
widened as further load was applied and the beam failed by ten-
sion. See Table 10,page 93,
Beam 313,5
1^2-4 Concrete; Universal Portland Cement; 14 Bay test.
At a load of 6700.1b. a small crack appeared on the right sur-
face near the bottom, at a point 10 in. north of the south load
point. This crack did not increase any, and after taking a load
of 8000.1b, the beam failed by compression. See Table 11, page 94.
Beam 312.6
1-2-4 Concrete; Universal Portland Cement; 14 Day test.
The beam failed by compression at a load of 8000, lb. See Table
12,page 95.
Beam 312,7
1-2-4 Concrete ; Universal Portland Cement; 14 Day test.
The beam failed by diagonal tension at a load of 7700,1b. See
Table 13,page 96.
Beam 313.5
1-2-4 Concrete; Universal Portland Cement; 24 Day test.
Cracks appeared on bottom and both side surfaces of the beam
about 10 in. nort> of the south load point at a load of 9500,lb.
The load fell off to 8500,1b. when signs of compression appeared
I
on the top surface. The beam,however failed by tension. See
Table 14,page 97.

Beam 313.6
1-2-4 Concrete ; Universal Portland Cement; 77 Day test.
The first sign of failure was a crack across the bottom at a
load of 11000. llD, The beam took load up to 11350.1b. and then
failed rapidly by tension. See Table 15,page 98 .
Beam 314,1
1-2-4 Concrete; Chicago AA Portland Cement; 63 Day test.
At 10500,1b. fine vertical cracks appeared on both side surfaces
of the beam at the center of the middle third. The beam took load
up to 11800. lb. and then failed by tension in the steel, See
Table 16,page 99 ,
Beam 314.2
1-2-4 Concrete; Chicago AA Portland Cement; 63 Day test.
The beam failed by diagonal tension at a load of 10000.1b. See
Photograph l,page 111, and Table 17,page loa.
Beam 314.5
1-2-4 Concrete; Universal Portland Cement; 67 Day test.
The beam failed by tension at a load of 10850.1b. See Table 18,
page loi.
Beam 314.6
1-2-4 Concrete; Universal Portland Cement; 63 Day test.
The beam failed by tension at a load of 11300.1b. See Table 19,
page ins.
Beam 315.5
1-2-4 Concrete; Universal Portland Cement; 4 Day test.
At 2450.1b the first signs of crushing appeared on the top sur-
face. The beam failed rapidly by compression. See Table 20,page los.

28.
Beam 316.5
1-1-2 Concrete; Universal Portland Cement;? Day test.
The "beain appeared very dry and hard. The first signs of failure
appeared at a load of 9500. Ih., 7 in. inside the south load
point, on the right hand side. The beam took load up to 10000,1b.
Then the load dropped to 9000.1b. when oriashins started on the
top surface. The beam failed by tension. See Table 21,page 104.
Beam 316.6
1-1-2 Concrete ; Universal Portland Cement;? Day test.
The beam appeared very hard and dry. At a load of 9000.1b. cracks
appeared 18 in. south of the north load point on both side
surfaces. Then signs of crushing appeared above these cracks on
the top sijTface.The beam failed by tension. See Table 22, page 10.5.
Beam 317.5
1-1-2 Concrete ; Universal Portland Cement; 14 Day test.
The beam failed by tension at a load ©f 11200.1b. See Table 23,
U
page 106.
Beam 317.6
1-1-2 Concrete; Universal Portland Cement; 14 Day test.
At a load of 9000.1b. cracks started on both side surfaces at
the bottom, 9 in. north of the south load point; also at a point
12 in. south of the north load point on both side surfaces, The
beam failed by tension. See Table 24,page la?.
Beam 318.5
1-4-8 Concrete ; Universal Portland Cement;? Day test.
After taking a load of 3800.1b. the load dropped to 3500.1b
when the first signs of crushing appeared on the top surface.
The beam failed by compression. See Table 25,page 1Q8«

Beam 318,6
1-4-8 Concrete; universal Portland CeiiiBnt;? Day test.
The beam broke very suddenly at a load of 2300.1b. See Photo-
graph 2,page112 tand Table 26,page loa.
Beam 319.5
1-4-8 Concrete; Universal Portland Cement; 17 Day test.
At a load of 9800,1b. a fine crack appeared 7 in. south of the
north load on the right side and 8 in, south of the north load
on the left side of the beam, The beam failed by tension. See
Table 27,pa£:e lia.
Beam 319.6
1-4-8 Concrete; Universal Portland Cement; 14 Day test.
The beam failed by compression at a load of 3250.1b. See Table
28, page 111.
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Table 39.
Table showing method of failure of different beains.
»les. Niunber. Age. Method of failure.
311» 1. 7. Compression.
2* 7. Compression.
3. 7. Compression.
5. 7. Compression.
6. 7. Diagonal Tension.
7. 7. Compression.
8. 7. Compression.
312. 1. 14. Compression.
2. 14. Compression.
3. 14. Tension.
5. 14. Compression.
6. 14. Compression.
7. 14. Diagonal Tension.
313. 5. 24. Tension,
6. 77. Tension,
314. 1. 63. Tension,
2. 63. Diagonal Tension.
5. 67. Tension.
6. 63. Tension.
315. 5, 4. Compression.
316. 5. 7. Tension.
6. 7. Tension,
317. 5. 14. Tension.
6. 14. Tension,
318. 5. 7. Compression.
6. 7. Diagonal Tension.
319. 5. 17. Tension.
6. 14. Compression.
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crushing deformation, equal to l/ 4, which was the value of "q" used
in designing the beams. The load giving this deformation was
taken from the upper fiber curve, and the value of "k^jthe ratio
of the distance between the compression face and the neutral
axis to the depth of the beam, for this load was taken from the
neutral axis curve. Then the value of "n»,the ratio of the
modulus of elasticity of the steel to the modulus of elasticity
of the concrete, was determined for this value of "k" by means of
the formula;-
in which 'p"= the ratio of area of metal reinforcement to area
of concrete above the center of reinforcement. Then using the
formula;- ./^ =^
'Tt^
the modulus of elasticity of the concrete was computed. To de-
termine the stress in the steel the formula;-
was used, in which "M^^^the bending moment developed in the beain:
•A^^the cross section of the metal reinforcement: »d' the
distance from the center of reinforcement to the center of
gravity of the compressive forces: and "f"= the stress in the
steel. The stress in the concrete was determined by the formula ;-
Besides the extensometer readings and the computations made from
them, deflections were taken at the center of the beam by means
of a string and scale as shown in Fig. 2, page 20 . A deflection
curve was then plotted for each beam using the applied load in
pounds as ordinate s and the deflections as abscissae.
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595^7). 8O00. .42 2/40000. 77
3/4- / " 4/00O. ^1 7^00. .45 7 760000- 63.
-2 3647)/?. /
1
6a^O .48 / 430000. 63.
-5 395/)7). 6800. .52 //50000. 67.
-6 42007). 8000. 7640000. 65.
3/S-5 777)00. 236 J 70 0. .74 <^8OO00. 4.
/ - / - z 3 7000. 6000. .5/ 7200 000. 7
-6 // 357)00. 5500. .5/ /200000 7
3/ 7-5 If 40300. 6^00. ^5 7760000. 74.
-6 36907). 7000. .47 7540000. 74
3/8-S / -4 -8 /6>4a0- 348. 2500. .72 7/0000- 7
-6 7750. 226 2000. .64 732000. 7
3/d-S 33200, ^000. ^7 75407)/)/). 77
7^S00 350. 2^00. .53 7 070000, 74.

PART Yl.
CUSSIOH.



5S.
PART VI. DISCUSSION.
After the modulus of elasticity had been computed, as shovm
on page ,for eac'a beam and the results tabulated, curves were
plotted, one for each mixture, with the moduli of elasticity as
ordinates and the ages as abscissae. See Pig. i 29, page 51
,
In the 1-2-4 series the modulus as determined for one 4 day
beam was 680000. lb. per sq. in. At 7 days the average from 7
tests was 930000. lb. per sq. in. At 14 days the average from 6
tests was 1250000. lb. per sq. in. and at 64 days the average
from 4 tests was 1500000. lb. per so. in. This shows that the
modulus increases with the age of the beam, though the increase
varies by no means directly with the age. During the first 14
days the increase was very rapid; but after that the curve begins
to fall off and at 60 days the increase in the modulus was com-
paratively small.
The tests in the 1-1-2 series, as was expected, gave much highei
results at the same ages than the 1-2-4 series. The modulus at
7 days, being the average of two tests, gave 1200000. lb. per sq.
in. and the modulus at 14 days, being the average of two tests,
gave 1650000. lb. per sq. in. This shows that the Increase was
very rapid during the first 14 days,but since there were no
further tests in this series the action after this time could
not be determined.
The tests of the 1-4-8 series gave smaller values for the
modulus for corresponding ages than either one of the other two
mixtures; but nevertheless they show that the increase in the
modulus was very rapid during the first 14 days. The average from
two tests at 7 ^ayg was 721000. lb. per sq. in. and the average

from two tests at 14 days was 1300000. ID. per sq. in.
As tests in the three different mixtures were made only
up to 14 days, the results past that age oan not in general be
determined, though the one series tested shows a marked decrease
in the rate of increase after 14 days. The general results,
however, from these tests show that the modulus of elasticity
increases very rapidly during the first 14 days, the increase
from 7 to 14 days being from 30 to 35 fo of the value at 7 days.
Upon comparing the modulus curves for the different mixtures
the richer mixtures were found to give much higher values for
the modulus at the same ages. This shows that, at corresponding
ages, the modulus of elasticity is higher for a rich mixture than
it is for a poorer or leaner mixture.
The deflection curves show that the older the beams are, the
stiffer they are. In the older beams the deflection curves are
straighter and steeper and maKe a sharper turn at the maxim\ira
load. This is because the older beams do not deflect so much but
give way more suddenly than the more unseasoned beams.

PART VII.
CURVES.
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CIMKNC DIKTZGCN CO.. CHICAGO.

60.
CV8CNC DICTZQEN CO.. CHICAGO.



62,
CWaCNC DICTZaCN CO.. CHICAGO.
V
63.
Hans per unit of length. ^ 2. S S AO /2 /-j*
5: SP Is :^' 22 S J2 S» k: S: -
«U«KNC OIKTZaCN CO., CHICAGO.

CUOKNC DIKTZGCN CO., CHICAGO.

SUaCNC DIKTZOCN CO.. CHICAGO.


C i
f
67.
CuacNC DIETZQCN CO.. CHICAGO.

68.
CWaCNC DIKTZQEN CO.. CHICAGO.
r


CUatNC DIKTZQCN CO., CHICAGO.

71.
CUSKNC DICTZOEN CO., CHICAGO.
r


CNC OICTZQCN CO., CHICAGO

CUaCNC DICTZQEN CO.. CHICAGO.

75.
CUOCNC DICTZQCN CO.. CHICAGO.







79.
CUaCNE DIKTZQEN CO.. CHICAGO.



CUttKNC DIKTZOEN CO.. CHICAGO.

82.
CUGKNC DIKTZQCN CO., CHICAGO.

PART Vlll.
ORIGINAL DATA.
wT9
84.
7/hy7e5f.
Load
/)ef7ecf/on.
/2e/^aK7Cs3.R. L ^. ^.
0. 2f^ /.69 o. O O. O.
247 /.7(9 .OOJd .0030 .7/058 .7X)25
mo. 248 17/ .0072 .0058 .0051 .0054
262 /.76 .0/39 .0/28 .0/48 .0//3
2000. 2.56 /8I .0281 .0222 .0276 0209
2600. /.SO .0300 .0559 .0505 .0540
3000 2.73 2.0Z .033/ 0558 .08Qd .0538
3370 3/4- 243 2520 J205 .24/7) .//55
3370. 5.28 2.54 .2358 .7400 .2320 ./560
J/00 2.82 .5920 .7808 .4200 ./795
2850 3.00 4450 .2/20 .4820 .2250
2480. 3.02 46S0 .2260 .5280 .2/50

TaS/eZ. 7/h/:ksf.
<5'W'/^''J'<5/yan. CHfi. Cement. /ff/;<ture:/-£-4.
7'f^/^c^i^/fsZ. ^7 ^J.
0. W6 2.58 0. 0- 0. 0.
JW. ^.oo 2.40 .W23 .0026 .0020 .0026
2^^ .m3 .4034- .0032 .0033
F4^ .0037 .4033 .0098
2000- 247 .4/68 .0/33 .4/03 .o/oo
Z/0 2S/ 026^ .0231 .0260 .0244
2./4 2.SS .4333 0302 ,4353 .030/
5500. 2.20 26/ .m4 .0333 .4^4/ .4440
4m. 22(^ 266 .4364 .0436 037/ .043/
252 2.73 .0744 .46/^0 .4734 .46/2
SM 242 2.84 .mo .4738 ./OOO .4760
2.S4 236 ./440 .0430 ./440 .3340
J250. 2.68 5.70 .7^20 7//S ./332 ./770
278 3.22 .2466 .2477 ./333 F/Ks/'jS/^n afca/vpress/oyj.
4^00. 3./2 .3930 ./S3d 442/ .7374

86.
" " =
=ff
Zoacj. /? L. ^/ 7'7^rr?ar/fB.
^ UO /.a/ d 77. TP.
/./o /6.Z .7)7)2/ .0026 .0028
/^^^. /./2 .7)056 .0033 .007/ .007O
//5' 766 ,dm .0098 .0/23 .0/24
//7 /^^ 7)763 .0/36 .0/7/4 .0/88
/22 773 .0243 .0222 .0233 .0265
30m /2S 777 •7)323 .0230 .0376 .034/
^57)/). /30 7ff2 .7)^33 .0363 .0485 .0428
787 .7)340 0432 .06/0 .03/8
/42 7^3 .0^38 .0333 .0774 .0626
6Z)W. .7)885 .0682 .7)389 .0733
Ill
/.58
/.97
27^
2.27
2^6
.//47
.M73
.2380
OS58
.7/27)
.7473
./280
./S36
.2680
.7)9)0
./Z)0
7670
Cyo^/iing c/3dOO:^3"/\/.o/3. Ex/an /ef/
7''a/7ec/ 7>j/ T&ns/or;.
V,

m/e4 Seam ^3/1-^. 7/Pay Test
i
/.oad
Def/ect/'on.
z.
/) 048 ^.-^ . o O O
soo. 0.4/ .0/)4-5 .0058 .0059 .0035
mo. 0.53 0-44 .0/20 .0095 .010/ .0075
/soo. 0.50 .0232 .0/08 .0209 .0/56
20O0 067 .0^/4 0500 .0580 .0260
^60o. 0/.7O OSdS .0^76 .0685 .0455
090 ./320 0873 ./SfO .0875
2S60. //<? ./655 ./320 .2650 4245 /^/^sf.S/^r)S ofcompKe.BS/'an.^ '/l/o'fceti/fLr.
/.so 45/8 .7622 .5550 4725 7tr'f/&c/ by compfess/on.

Z.
a /47 a. 0- 0. o.
/SO ./>05/) .0025 .0033 .0038
/wo. /.Sd 2.06 .00J3 .0047 .o^/e/ ./)J02
/5-2 2.07 .007/ .O/OO .00^/ .o/oo
/.Sf Z/d 0/22 .0)/SJ .0/27 .0/32
/SS Z./J .02/O .0)//^ .02/0) .0/6&
JODO. /60 P./S .0/2/d .d223 .0268 .0226
jsm /^^ .0/265 .027S .0/33^ .0/27S
/as 0/338 .03007
4Sdd /72 Z-2S .om .013^8 .//H-8 MO
25/ ./)4d0 MO .0355 ^ Srake very suc7c/enly c:,i~/^6'30^
2.^7 .06707 .033>3 .0707 .616/3^ /^i/e'aJ T^y c//<^i;^o^^£^/ -^^75/or?.
/S8 2.-^2 .0690 .0(^/6 Oddd .0700
/^6 2-6/ .0)S7S .7772/ ./0J39 .Off/O

MTableS. 3eom^J//'7 //hy/est
ZoaJ 7rh/^ay/f.s-/?. z. ^7 ^. ^4/.
O 0-77 a. o. 07.
dS3 0-7^ mo W2/ .0020 .00/S
/aoo a 7^ d80 .0067 .004Z .0054 .004S
0.83 01/3 ^3 0/03 00^/
a-73 aas 0/35 .0/47 0/66 .0/3(i
^8/ ^F52 7>27)6 0223 .02/0>
0-85 .0^55 .0272 0304 .0230
asd .04-^3 .034/ 03S7 0335
^m- 704- d6^7) .0^2/ .0433
7/0 77Sff3 .0308 .062O 0522
/// 723 .O.950) .3652 .OdOS .5^77
7d5 yj37 08/2 .7227 OS^O 3/25 ofc^^y^/yress/on
743 2/30 .//// /^S2 ./733

7/JayTe5f.
90.
Load. L. t^.
/.50 am a. 0. 0. 0.
/50 aw ^OOJO .004-0) .0020 .0030
m. /.5Z a9^ .01065 .0070 .0040 .000,7
/d4 094 .0)/07 .0/03 0085 0090
/.d7 .0/60 .0/50 0/46
/^/ /.aa 0^30 ,02/5 .0220 .0206
^m- /44 /.03 .0^320) 0285 .03/0 .0270
/.SO /./a 0430 0365 .0425 .0557
/.64 //3 .0555 .045/ 0557 .0444
4600 /a2 /20 a756 osao 0770 4604
sooa /.73 /3^ ./a9o .0760 .//oo 0734
/^/ /.sa ./soo ./OOyd .7820 ./035
47Jd ^.o^ /62 .2260 ./240 .22&0 7208

91.
Tabled. ^ea^^J/£-l Teof.
3"'/^"'/^'J'qoan C/f.nCement. /Mature^/-^-4.
£^TT^ A7S(2) >77<S '7<s r.
Z. ^7 0.
7)73 0. 0. 0. 0.
0.7S .7)D20 .00/6 3027
/.^^ Od^ 0035 .0(^43 .004
2
.0043
.3073 .3072 .3063
/.55 6>SZ .71/3^ .3/23 .0//6 0/O3
/S5 ^8S .7?7S8 37(^8 .0/70 .3/33
/.S8 .7)234 .32^3 .0253 3223
.7)3/2 .3239 .03O9 .0292
.7I39<P .3333 .3373 .3303
7(^a .^47/ .3429 3433 0423
771s .d)33S .0433 .3333 .3300
/77 7^3 ./)^,63 OS72 .3SZ8 0374
/.// .<0739 .(^7^8 3SS/
7^6 7/a 073O .03^3 3733
7.^Z V^ZS .3823 .^373 .3333
7SM 79^ 7-3^9 .//38 .092/ .//40 0336
^^7 738 ./343 /332 .73^3
^20 76^7) .7323 .7233 ./772 .72S^
^.37 7(^S .7S32 .223Z .7S32>
79M ^43 77^ .2^33 .7323 .2433 .7373-
72^ As.
^Cnjc/r Q/o^&area/7s '7y.7>s/3e /o<:n30/7
7e7f: <^/5o22 "//7:f/i/e'A^7<!>e'a/ f'/^37.
^/y/?S o/^cyt/s/?/^^ {p^7€f^aJ>a/e c/'^c/f.

92,
Mxture /-^~4.
/?&-f/ecf/6n.
7/G/T^7iqf/^7fS~/?. A.
^/ 3.
^. 7?.70 a O- 07. a
0.7^ .0037 .0032 .0040
0.76 om .0037 .0/77 0101
3^00. OdO .0207 .0/84 .^228 .dZ/4
0.8S .0323 .0302 .0337 .0348
0-7^ O.S4 .0460 .0430 .0304 040/
6000. 0.80 701 .06/0 .0360 0070 .0638
o.go 7/0 .07^3 .0700 .0068 .07^2
dOOO- /Of 72/ ./O60 .0875 .//40 .0089
oooo. /./s /5S ./^60 .///3' .7370 .7262
^260. /^J J720 .73/0 .7^00 ./300
8000. /.53 /33 /.03J .7303 27J0 .77J8
V

93,
<9yj-V^'-J'Span. 6'/fJf-Cement. Af/xfiyre:/-2'4.
^7
^. 0.35 7?
0.60 0.53 0047 .0033^ ,7?7^40 .0090
.0/30 ,0/03 .0/73 .0/73
<0.70 .o^2/ .m7 .07OZ
035 -77335 .7?383 0363 .^430
.OS76 .047S .0306 ,0577
SW^ 0.7/ OS7
8
.0^7S 0747
/.03 as/ .7>^/6 ,0773 .0885 .0938
.77?00 777^ .7^Z8
MO. /.35 /.// 73^7? .73Z2 .7702 .77^4 Ct^c;!C /t •7"3.a f/V-7ooJ on tbo /7o/^ .
SOO)^. /47 7^6 .70<^7 .7SZ5 .Z£4Z
\
Z. ^7
736 d O
/m. 7)77U 07)(i>Z .0053 0039
744 .7f7S3 .0/^6 .m9
dooo. d63 7.SO J^7S .0Z7S .OZ7^
d7^ 73^S 04/8 .<^38:^ .7)4Z6 .mad
ddO /^^ .^?S88 .a^/?7? .0337?
III
a88
70i^
77^
79^
^/7?
7^804
.7/79
0(i>73'
.0870
.0822
J747)
.7^20
.0776
.0^2Z
7233
(^700 *y^^^a77c^ack 70^"7l7ofJ.7ooc/ 7^.
7SO0 ^Ci^C'^hec/ohi7op-
/^/7ea/ Tyy <:ojr?/^>r-e^57ay7.
7m. 736 .2560 .747^ 2382 .7343

95,
/4Pa/ Test.
/? Z,
o. /.99 a 74 O. O. 3/-
2.0Z 0.76 .0036 .m7 .7fa32 ./)045
^06 O-SO .ms .7)752 0747 .4/33
0-d7 .^286 .7>297 0279 .4273
4m. Z/3 094 .0^38 .77433 0427 .4422
^27 7^2 .0(i,/0 .4396 .4376
257 /// .OS55 0774 .08/
2
4734
7m. 2.49 /23 .7745 .^99/ .7773 .0972
8000. 2 70 744 .7308 73^3 .7732 4444
2.8/ 7SS 22S0 J77S .2732 4690
3./
3
7S(5 5530 26S0 .5373 .2473

96.
I
77<^i^<yt^7r^./f. 7.
7^.:^2 O- o.
/m ^.^^ .^0^(7 .774^ ,3347 .3033
^/^^ .7//£ .3/33
,7/S2 3m .3750
dJ4 7^.7^? .73/0
.733(i? .3333 .3333
71. 77 7443 .^470 .34S/ .3S73
OS3 ^37Z .3383 ,337
J
.3623
7^00. 0.78 .7748 .37^7 .3748 .377^
^87 7^^ .^07O ,3^/^ .3368 .0863 7a//eo/ 7:>y c7/h^o/7a/ 7et7s/o/^.
I
/M7xt/7m-/-^'4.

7dh/e/4. 3eam^3D-<5. 24Paj/Te5t
£>"'//9"''/2'^"i3pon. 0'/7/veK5o/Cement Af/xture-/'2'4.
Zocfcol-
ch'on.
/r'e/^ai r /(5
.
z.
O.Q8 d 7). o. 77.
.17^48 .0032 .0046 .0038
0.93 0-57 .7?//S .0722 .0035
3m. /.oo a62 .0^/SO .0237 .0198
/06 2)68 .0555 .0309 .0365 .03/5
m5 .0427 .0495 .0438
/.^^ .0550 .0635 .0330
7WO. .0705 .^673 .0786 .07/S
8000. .0855 .07^6 .0^45 .08577
sooo. /.06 ./045 .0^59 .7763 .7040
//7 ./305 .7^62 J47/ ./37S 7br7s/on c racks 7ir.sf .seen: /^et)
G500. /44 '2000 .2240 .23/8 .2575

S"iO'''/f/~J'^pan. (/mer^aICement
98.
77Pa/Te3f.
A/l/xfurG-/'-2-4.
Z. ^/
/.30 d 7/.
/5I .m8 .003/7 .OO40 .004-7)
/3/ /3^ ./)034- .0/)36 .m9 0/03
/.33 157 ./}/60 .0J77 .0/7/ .0195
/33 /4Z 0230 ./7£68 .0274 030Z
/43 147 0338 .03^0 ,0380 .042/
/S^ /.33 M23 .0480 .0437 .0332
7m. /SS /J8 .7^3/77 0:373 .0344 .0633
dDOO. /.60 /64 .0676 .0640 J743
/.65 /70 M77 ,0773 .0732 083O
17/ /7S .07S3 .0380 .0828 .0360
//350. /78 780 .0338 .0990 .0937 7080
J/3S0. /S3 /8& .0990 .72^3 /07Z .7380 7^}/uy&.
/mo. /.SO /S4 ./^20 .72J4 ./7£8 7£f//eo/ />y /etis/on.
I
63/h/ Test.
/^f/eci'/on.
Z. U.
0.74 o o. 3. 3.
J
I'mo. -0.04 d7J .004/ .0059 0034 .003/
-0-Ot d).77 0039 .003/ .0073 .0063
jm. o. aao .d/43 .0//35 .0/27 .0//S
4000. ao3 0.33 .02/3 .0/90 .0/34
^.08 ddS 0320 .0336 .328/ .029^
(3000- 7)./4 0?-94 .0420 04/S .037S .04/9
7m. d/S a93 ,0377 .04S3 .3320 11 •
3000 7dS MS .d(^93 .7/j^37 .0S42
900D- 0.50 /./O) 0702 .0300 0644 .0748
/^^.
mo
mo-
d3S
a42
0.62.
7/S
7^^
7.3^
.07^3'
.0393
.///O
.0/902
./0/3
./4/S
.0733
.O02(i>
.703/
.333'0
.0933
./339
/0S33.^77/76 yer/ica/ c^-ac/rs oppeofec/
cr? s/a/es o/cen/er /^/a/c//e M/y^J.
mm d69 748 744:^ .2/00 7JS3 .2040

Tab/e/7
100.
/l/l/xfiyre-/--2-4.
Ps-f/eof/on
Load- /?. Z. /r'sny^yf/^.
^ 0.2S //Z . o. 0. /). 9.
/m. 0.3f /./4 .0040 ms .0048 .0036
2O0O. /./^ J/^3 0/25 .0/3/
dODD. OI.33 .0/93 .0203' 0200 .02/5
4000. a4Z /29 ./?2d9 .0300 0298 .03/9
a.30 /.33 ./)3dO .0400 .0398 .0422
SOOO. 0-56 MO .0478 .0508 .0498 .0330
7m /.43 .0373 .06/2 .0600 .0024
3000. 068 /ST) .0680 .0720) .0709 .0743
^000 0.7S /33 .07^6 .0835 .0835 .0862
/mo /64 .0^0/ .0970 .0940 ./)960

101,
T^d/e/S. Seam <^//Q:^ylejf.
(^''^/J'^/2'-J'3pan. iy/7/i/eK3a/Cement /^/r^ra-'/zV.
Aopol.
/Pef/ecHon. j3^k fe/7S o/rje. -he. r.
Tr'&maf/xs.L. <5 ^.
//^ 138 O. 3. 3.
mo. /./3 /40 .mo 3033 303/) .0030
//4 .om om ,3/// .3004
3000. //S /.43 .3225 J/32 .3/32 .0/76
/./9 .3326 .3337 ,0283 .3260
swo. /25 mo .34/0 ,03S5 .0364 s3fnA7(^ on K/t^h/s/de 6hp/{&-
6000. /S2 .3338 .347^ .me .0473
7m. /.S8 .OMO 3S53 J330 .337S
dm. /.74 .37^3 3748 -03^3 .0S88
3m. /3(^ .m/ 3863 .33/0 .0800
JOOOO /.33 .3378 .0380 .097^ .39/3
m5o. /.9a J/08 3/^2 3343 ./343
9500. 3.0Z 3340 ./330 .7373 ./468 73//ec/ /?]/ /^^s/on.

M/e/^. Seam ^J/4--S.
102.
Loac/ /? Z. ^3.
^ /.38 03/ 3. 3. 3. <3.
mo- 3<iJ33 .7?0^/ .07)33
/^/ .W9S .07(74 .7)/00
3m- 7)/73 3/7^ OJ7S
.3^7 .71373
jm //^ .^3// 33^S .J377
/./^ 3393 -7^-^7^ 7)4J4 3473
33^S .0337) .3303 •
8m .^37S 3<i>S7 .7/(iZ6 3^3
/3^ 36S0 .7^793 3737? ,079/
Z34 /^^ 3330 .0333
/^^ .7)39
J
3^03 .7)94S 30>/7?
7330 337)0 ./w 3333
mm ^3ff /.^^. 33&^ 33^0) /^7/h33y T'&z^.s/on.3373

103.
I
:l
Load.
2^K/&.rJSO^f7e/cx
L. ^2.
O. 0/6 (0-26 3. a o. 3?.
260. 0.26 .00.42 C320 .3023 .07)34 -
0/7 02S ,oo^ .004^ .^073 .0063
020 030 .0/^0 .0033 .3/23 .0/03
/WO. 023 0.32 02// .0/33 .3/33 .3/43
0-26 036 .02.9^ .^/36 .3230 '0/33
0-2^ 0)-^O .3392 3236 .3373 .3263
/7^d ^P-36 3.^6 03S3 .0346 .3336 .3360
362 3772 ,0423 .3760 .3448
2260. 002 3(^/ ./3S3 .3633 ./Oid .333/
26m 0-73 3-a2 3330 .3374 .7733 .3834
2650. 0.^/ /.oo .260S .//S6 .2380 .//30
2^60 /// //<? .33/2 .7433 3230 .7442
23/?0. /2e 232 .4m 37// 31O6O ./703

De^/eci'/on ^x/enso/ne-fe.r
/P /. /
^ 7^. 77. 7:1.
d.67 .7)078 .0076 7^0/8
Wit? 7)7)A^'' .7)7)33
7)7Jd7) 77)7/7 7)7)7^ P
7^
-70 f f f .7)7)9.^ .7)/7Z .7)(^9Z
df/(a0 .0/3~2. .(7/4-.^
i)7/^
/) 77 7)/^/)tt^, L/L7
'4/J/70- 733Z 71^49 2)535
(7.87) '^3^4- (73^9 <^472 .^46>7^
7?88 d^^W ,7)4-S3 .7)432
O.90 0.9/ .7>J7^2 .7^X73'
^^^ d96 .057^ .7ISS2 MOO .7)37S
d^S 77}/ ,7^<^7'7 .7)(^43
7000- /^/ /02 07^0 .(PS95' .7^7S2 .2/777
/.as /07 .d7W .07<^a .as57) .(777<^
dm- /^^ /./a ,7)00O .7^S7Z .7)84-5
//^ //4 (7^^7 1^830 .7/00 .7)^/7>
//S 7^^ ./07>8 .09^,8 77S0 .7>SS4
7^4 .//<^8 .7^48 ,/07O
/mo. /Z8 73/ /^S/ /ZSO ./332 .//S7 7^//eo7 /fj/ 7&ns/on s^e/.
/3^ 73S ./S(7S 74SS ./S<$8 ./XV
sm. 773 /9S4 Z863 3280 Ct'e/.5/?j^<^ an 7i,^aS'>ye /7i'j7cy'ac/(.

Table22. /^^o^^^/SS. 7/2?/ /^^f.
d"'/iy"^/2-J'3pan. CZ/y/i/er^a/Ce/venf. /M/xfare^/'/'^.
J-oaa.
/—> / /7^/i;f7^r7fS
.
OCV- /// .007.7) .7>0/^ .0072. ,7I77<7>
//')/^/) / / 07/O / y\ yS yj. 7}o4-^
/77 / / 7>o/^ C/uo7 .7)7)7>7
/.2S //S 7)//0 .7>7)38 .7)7^7> .0/07
/3/ //s 7^/6(7 .7>/40 7'77(^ . 74<64
/ 26/ 7^706 ^^ (7236
/o7 .o'776 7>Z7^ .<73'^6)
/A/7 /z/ (73J7 <yJ77. .6/377)
/^^ /^^ -7)J^3 7>^^/ .i7447> .6)4-4^
/^^ .^S7^ ^47/ 7^374 .3S7/
/s^ /5S ^340 43^S .7d'a6
.7)S7<0 .^//^ a73^ JU4
/^<^ /^^ .7)6^S 3<^^7> .37^4 .7733
7I7S-4 .4^S4 .4s/^
d^<434 .3^^(?
/^^
/(^^
.7)^j^J
.77/0
.4^£2
771/0
.74^S
7J'4S
.4.^^7
7(73)0
7^7/^c4 7?\/ 7^/737c/^-
y-7/ .7^^
3
77/7 7JSZ 7^40 C>^oc7^c773"S. o777/oi7o/.^y^^7^/We .
7^80 .74^7/ .7^S4 733'3 7&"-3. ^7/77^^4 /e77 ^,4e.
77S7^ .7^^8 .7<4r^ 74e/7 <::J^i/53e4 of/ af/////e d^cfck^

TM 23. Seam ^J/Y'J.
106
/p / /
L>J/ cy
//7/1/) AAA AUu(oO AA7Z, ucyho
d35 .^^77 .W85
7)/4^ .7)/4^ .a/43 ./)/44
4m- .m^ ./)2S5
.^^^^ ./)5SI
/./^ ^.-^^ ./)328
;W /./^ M/ .<^S7S .AJ57S
&m /^^ 31-^7 .7)/^S5 .(PS7^P 7)^^ 3 .7i7^8
J77S ./)804 7}S9S
/mo- AS/ .7)^2Z
.A7J^J .7as/J ./7S7
77S0 .74/^
//^ • /^^^ 76^^

TMe24. Seam *3/7'S.
6^/i/eK5a/Cement
/4/hy7esf-.
Mxf(/re:H-2.
/ 1
/?e.f/ecfton
/?. Z. / \3.
dJO d>. (O. ^.
/Wo. a/
2
.ddd4 d026 ,dd3d .ddzs
.mj .dd73 .mz .da73
dm. 0/8 .d/JO .0/38 .0/43 .0/38
4m. d^Z .dZJ9 dZSd dZSZ .dZ(p2
dOO .0356 .d3S5 .7/338 0373
ao4 036 .d3/^ .d472 ,030/
/./?o .di^dS .d43Z ,d308 .O^ZO
0.50 .073/ .d7J3 0773 .0740
3m. /./3 0.57 .dd77 .dSd3 .0333 .dSS^ Crcic/(s 7?.ctnGlL. d"7\/.of37oaJpo/>i/'.
/mo. /.25 aso .7033 .70/8 Od/d) .7008
9m. /J/ 0.73 ./Z3d 7303 ./Z5Z .7377 Ci^acJf5 /r.anO/./^-'So/N./oaOpof^t
9260. /43 083 ./S4/ ./8Z0 ./3/8 ./a/z

108.
M/e26. 3ea/^^J/8-J 7/hyleof.
Zoad
/hZ/echof^-
/-J A. ^7 4.
/I
u. 7^7) d d o.
.0070 ^038 .0035
a60 7^3 0/^^7 00^8 OOOO O0S4
7.48 7)2&7 .0/52 0/52
^m. d69 7S3 .7)473 022/ 0260 0230
0.73 7J6 .d^i75 7)3717 0340 7132/
3m. dd/ /S6 .09/5 .0437 0584 .04SS
0.94 778 .7470 .0630 0635
37^0. 770 7^Z 2260 .O^S2 .74// .0870
5dOO. 723 .505O .77dO ./.940 .7060
d5M 756 5SS0 7J78 2650 72^8
760 257 .47S0 .76W 3440 7670
I
I
\
I
I
i
i

Table 26.
109
OG-f/eci'/oti-
Zoad. z.
a. a (0.
a85 .0036 .mr .00)4Z
a 83 .7?OSS .008/ .O^dZ
/^^ .0^/SO .^/40
.0^<^7 .02^6 .^f^O O^/S
e3^^.

110.
Table27. ^ea^r?'^3/g-3. /7P^^y T^sf.
dVOy^'-J'Opan. /y/7/^^K5a/Cemef/t. MAf/jre^T4-d.
Load. Z. -if 7r^y^Gitk.s -
o. c/C>&> 7) c/. /-} c/
0.83 0.40 .0048 0030 .0038 .0040
o.oz ^44 .0/2^5 .0/23 .0//6 07/^
5000. 0.93 /P-50 .0223 0248 02/8 .0238
-^ooo O^S 0339 .03S/ .0329 ./?338
som /.// OS/ .0432 .0442 0442 .0470
SOOO. / /7 0-70 0380 .0S23 .037O 0382
?m /25 0-7S .7/730 .07^8 .07/2 .0722
dOOO. /.33 086 .0890 ,O900 .0863 .0330
sooo.
dooo.
3500.
2^00.
/43
/.56
/7S
Zd5
0O5
Am
750
786
III!
./072
./S43
.2433
.4430
7^62
.74/0
.2023
.5950
.7000
.74^0
2590
4436
Crac/real 7"S.cfA//oa4o^r/ghtaf^BOOf
otyioi 3 '3 of/V /oaO or) /eft

7ad/em ^ea^ "^J/^S.
/?. A. ^2'.
023 7). o.
087 d28 .a:)33 .33M
^57 .^320 -0224 777)^^ .2>222
/.// 217^3 .^3^7 .7^3f3 J476
/.2d 7)3^9 .2^72 .3737
2^7//e'c^2j/ <::o/?;^/^^5s7o/^2^35 .7SW .2333 .7333



